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Good Mehk
North CAROLINA ranks among the nation's most pro

gressive states --but one long unanswered need- - 'good
health still poses a challenge. Exhaustive studies by medical
and citizen leaders reveal that North Carolina is near the bottom
in almost every standard health measurement. These studies
help explain why North Carolina had a higher draft rejection
record in World War 11 than any other state m the union . . .
why a higher percentage of North Carolina mothers die during
childbirth than in 41 other states . . . and why North Carolina
has a higher infant mortality rate than 37 other states. Pictured
here are the shocking facts. They don't make a pretty picture
but they no longer can be ignored. The North Carolina Good
Health Association presents the story with confidence that once
the people know the facts they will do something about them,

just as they did when an awakened state saw the need for better
roads and for better schools.
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Jte... a.OVERCROWDED NURSERIES,

wards in the hospital hallways, jammed

clinics and overworked doctors mske

North Carolina's hospital situation

critical. We need SIX THOUSAND
MORE HOSPITAL BEDS. The ac-

cepted national average is four beds

for every thousand of population

we have less than half that figure.

THE OLD AND THE YOUNC
wait on Dn at th clinics ... if there
ra clinics! 62 of North Carolina's

100 counties need either hospital ex-

pansion or new hospital facilities.
Public health centers are needed in

snany of the stare's counties.
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